
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE@2021.09.15 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 12:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KINGSMEADS KRYSTL finally races in maiden company and she should run really 
well. Her first two races against winners weren't bad and thereafter she was thrown in the deep end in a 
Grade 1. She has drawn well and has a top rider up. Big run expected. WINTER JOURNEY found one 
too good in her last and that runner may go on to features. She was a solid second and can build on that 
from the same gate. GIMME A LULLABY ran a much better race after a rest but has drawn wide. 
GREATCLUBQUEEN, TIME REQUEST, SEA OF TRANQUILITY, FATEFUL MISTRESS and first timers 
to consider. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Kingsmeads Krystl, #2 Winter Journey, #12 Gimme A Lullaby, #9 Time Request 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 2000m, Turf, R80.000, 13:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DUQUESNE WHISTLE looked ready to win on form before a no-show run when 
favourite. She can bounce back to best as this looks the right race for her. However she runs before this 
and needs to be watched there. CLAUDINA found herself in front last time and while getting closer she 
didn't appear best suited to those tactics. She has room for improvement and did have DUQUESNE 
WHISTLE beat in that race. NOBLE NOVA is overdue and has run one of her best races to date on this 
track. She can open her account judged on that. NATASHA ROSTOV seems better than her last. 
BIJOUX must have a say. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Claudina, #3 Duquesne Whistle, #8 Noble Nova, #2 Natasha Rostov 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 13:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: NEW ORLEANS showed in her first two starts, even though misbehaving, She could 
make a winning debut for her new yard. She jumps from a plum stall. LILY OF ORANGE met winners in 
both West Cape starts. Like NEW ORLEANS she would have matured and is likely to relish the longer trip 
and more. SHIELD MAIDEN didn't do badly in her first run at this venue and is set to improve. CASHEW 
ran a cracker over this track and trip last time but has drawn widest and has her work cut out. 
INDOMAVEL should be right there. Newcomers to watch as well. 
 
Selections: 
#2 New Orleans, #10 Lily Of Orange, #5 Shield Maiden, #14 Cashew 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 14:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: PINK FLOYD ran on well to finish fourth in a higher grade when tried over this track and 
trip last time. He prefers turf, has gone from the worst of the draw to the best and races for a stable in 
good form. However NAVAL SECRET finished well ahead of him on the poly and has also run well on the 
turf. He looks a big threat. Highveld raider FROMHERETOETERNITY impressed last time but has gone 
up in ratings and takes on males. Still she could be up to the task. Fellow Highveld runner MIDNIGHT 
CALLER held on last time and set good fractions prior. This track could be ideal. More in it. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Pink Floyd, #6 Naval Secret, #7 Fromheretoeternity, #5 Midnight Caller 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1100m, Turf, R78.000, 14:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KEEP THE LIGHTS ON has maintained mostly decent form in feature races and would 
be deserving back in Graduation company. She is weighted to win. VIVID JET is also weighted to go well 



but has had things go wrong recently. She could have found form during a rest so needs to be watched. 
SOFIA ERIN was in good nick before a rest and has secured the best of the barriers and should be in the 
money. FINDING FREEDOM won a gutsy contest on the poly, doesn't look a one-hit-wonder and has 
room for further improvement. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Keep The Lights On, #5 Vivid Jet, #6 Finding Freedom, #1 Sofia Erin 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R80.000, 15:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MARIA COROLINA showed what she is made off stepping up in class and switching 
back to turf. She won well enough to suggest she can follow up given the weight she carries. ROHA 
brings good Highveld form and should be dangerous. She was second in a top division field and drops in 
class here. RIVER DOON is the dark horse. She has only had three starts and has not disgraced herself. 
She could be looking for this longer distance. QUEPID and SIMPLY RUSSIAN are value types if the race 
is run to suit those individuals. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Maria Corolina, #6 Roha, #3 River Doon, #8 Quepid 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R80.000, 16:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TRISTFUL was unlucky in features during the KwaZulu-Natal champions season and 
then ran his heart out in the Champions Cup, a race that lives up to its name. He is weighted to win for a 
stable in hot form. NATIVE TONGUE can't be faulted and did really well from bad draws in his last two. 
He has more to do at the weights but it can be argued he could have contested big features given the 
chance. CAPOEIRA has the form to upstage the above mentioned pair and he races fresh after a rest so 
needs to be taken seriously. ASTRIX is another dangerous customer. He has drawn ideally. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Tristful, #4 Native Tongue, #5 Capoeira, #2 Astrix 
 
Greyville, 15.09.2021, Race 8, Gallops, 2000m, Turf, R80.000, 16:42GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Wide open. TWICE TO SYDNEY has a good record at this track and races fresh so 
won't surprise if scoring after a rest. AQUAE SULIS was on a roll before running on the poly last time. 
She could get back to winning ways here. SILVER MARIA has been costly to follow but is ultra consistent 
and may benefit from a change of tactics - watch out. ARION EXPRESS needed her local debut and is 
set to improve. She prefers a test of stamina and could get that here. TWICETHEQUALITY was not 
disgraced on her local debut and is versatile so needs to be taken seriously. PRINCESS ANASTASIA 
tries the trip. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Twice To Sydney, #10 Aquae Sulis, #3 Silver Maria, #5 Arion Express 
 
Best Win: #4 KEEP THE LIGHTS ON                   
Best Value Bet: #5 CLAUDINA                             
Best Longshot: #5 CLAUDINA                             


